
Agenda of 2022 International Forum (TEDA) on China

Automotive Industry Development

September 2, 2022

VIP International
Summit(Closed-do
or Meeting, for

Specific Attendees)

16:00～18:00

Future of Intelligent Electric Vehicles

Background

China is the largest and fastest-growing auto market in the world, and it also
ranks at the forefront of the world in terms of inclusiveness and openness. The wave
of electrification and intelligent development has put forward new requirements for
the internationalization of the automobile industry, and also brought new growth
drivers. China and major automobile power houses in the world have broad prospects
for industrial cooperation in the field of smart electric vehicles. This session will
focus on building an international exchange platform for the automotive industry,
and conduct in-depth discussions on the cooperation prospects of intelligent electric
vehicles in the fields of standards and regulations, and research and development of
key technologies etc. based on the road environment and industrial chain division in
various countries.

Form of Meeting

Under the guidance of the host, each speaker will express opinions in turn (for
about 5 minutes), and finally a 30-minute interactive discussion will be held.

Sub-Conference in
Europe (Live
online Meeting)

19:00～23:00

Prospects on the Development of Automotive Industries in China and European
Counties

Background

Under the background of electrification and intelligent development, the
automobile industry is in a state of high coordination and cooperation in globalized
supply chain. China and Europe play the important and diversified roles in the global
automobile industry, and have also become the main positions in the development of
the global automobile industry. With the purpose of achieving pioneering, innovation
and global orientation, the organizing committee this forum will specially arrange a
conference in Europe to create a communication platform for the auto industries in
China and European countries to jointly look forward to the future development of the
auto industries in China and European countries.

Form of Meeting

Under the guidance of the host, each speaker will express opinions in turn (for
about 20 minutes), and finally a 30-minute interactive discussion will be held.



September 3, 2022

Opening Meeting
09:00～13:00

The Orientation of the Policy of “Strengthen the Conviction, Stabilize the
Development, and Make New Progresses” and Actions

Background:

Under the support and guidance of the national industrial policy for automobile
industry, China has developed into the world's largest auto market, and achieved key
breakthroughs in major technology research and development, advanced
manufacturing processes, and business model innovation etc.. Since March 2022, the
external environment of the automobile industry has been severe and complex, the
prices of bulk commodities and raw materials have fluctuated at a high level, the
epidemic has been spread at many provinces and cities, and key areas of automobile
manufacturing such as Jilin Province and Shanghai City have successively stopped
work and reduced production, logistics and transportation have been blocked, and the
development situation of the industry is grim. Despite the difficulties and challenges,
the long-term fundamentals of China's economy and automobile industry will not
change. The relevant participants in the automobile industry should boost their
confidence in development, adhere to the principle of “ Prioritize stability while
pursuing progress”, and work together to create new momentum for transformation
and upgrading, and give full play to the supporting roles of national economy as the
important "Stabilizers" and "Ballast".
Form of Meeting:

Under the guidance of the host, the speakers will give the speeches respectively.
Each them will last for 15 minutes. Then the official from the administration authority
and high-level executives from auto enterprises will make the standing
speeches(about 15 minutes).

Industry Chain
Forum

14:00～17:00

How to achieve the evolution and upgrading of automobile industry chain?

Background:

Driven by intelligent and electrified technologies, the auto industry chain is
further extended and restructured. On the one hand, the concept of Software Defined
Vehicles has been accepted by the people, the relation between auto enterprises and
consumers is undergoing profound changes. Consumers provide auto companies with
a large amount of data, and auto companies provide consumers with better mobility
service experience and it birthed a software service business. On the other hand,
automobiles will develop into a large platform for the integration and innovation of
many industries, and various advanced technologies such as video sensors and
decision controllers will become the core of the industrial chain. This session will
conduct an in-depth dialogue on the trends and challenges of the restructuring of the
automotive industry chain.
Form of Meeting:

Under the guidance of the host, each speaker will give a standing speech in turn,
and the speech will last for about 30 minutes.



Large Market
Forum

14:00～17:00

The Thorns and Royal Roads for building the National Unified Market

Background:

China is boosting the transformation of automobile products from purchase
management to use management. In this process, China will gradually eliminate
various problems that hinder the development and circulation of automobiles. In April
2022, the "Opinions of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China and
the State Council on Accelerating the Construction of a Large National Market" was
released. It sets six key tasks to open up internal circulation blockages. China will
break down the institutional barriers in various places and establish a national unified
auto market. In this context, China's auto market will have a new trend of change.
Auto companies should conduct operation business ( such as research and
development, products, sales, and marketing) based on a unified national market
vision, coordinate national resources, and smooth the domestic cycle.

Form of Meeting:

Under the guidance of the host, each speaker will make the standing speech in
turn. The speech will last for 30 minutes.

Digital and
Intelligentization

Forum
14:00～17:00

Exploring the Path to achieve the Development of Edge-cutting Technologies and
Innovative Products in the Era of Intelligentization

Background:

In recent years, with the rapid improvement of the auto intelligence and connection,
the demand for the commercial applications of autonomous driving vehicles has
increased significantly. And the development of auto cockpits has gradually shifted to
focus on human-computer interaction and multi-screen flow. However, there are still
many problems in the development and application of intelligent forward-looking
technologies, such as how to solve the safety problems under complex road conditions
with high-level autonomous driving. How will the human-computer interaction solve
the problems of homogeneous products, inflexible interaction, poor connecting, and
emotionless communications etc.? We will invite authoritative experts to discuss the
new treads of the development of technologies and products in the era of intelligence
based on the latest achievements in autonomous driving and intelligent cockpit.

Form of Meeting:

Under the guidance of the host, each speaker will give a standing speech in turn,
and the speech will last for about 20 minutes.



September 4, 2022

08:30～12:00 Sub-Meeting 1

Dual Carbon
Forum

08:30～10:00

The short-term and long-term prospects of the dual-carbon strategy

Background:

With the support and guidance of the national industrial policy, some policy
documents such as "New Energy Vehicle Industry Development Plan (2021-2035)"
and "Notice of Action Plan for Carbon Peaking Before 2030" have clarified China's
strategic blueprint for response to climate change and green and low-carbon
development. Under the environment of achieving global carbon peaking, carbon
neutrality targets and EU carbon tariffs, the development of electrification of
automobile has become the key to the global competition in the auto industry. In the
future, there is an urgent need to establish and improve a carbon footprint accounting
system to support the precise management, accounting, certification and verification
of carbon footprint to help China’s 's auto industry achieve the "Dual carbon" goal.

Form of Meeting:

Under the guidance of the host, each speaker will gave the standing speech for
about 20 minutes

10:00～10:15 Coffee

Dual Carbon
Forum

10:15～12:00

Breakthroughs and changes in power battery technology

Background:

The rapid expansion of the new energy vehicle market in recent years has driven
the rapid development of the power battery industry. Since 2022, the price of raw
materials for power battery has been changing at a high level, and the high energy
density and safety performance have become the focus of a new round of competition
among vehicle and power battery companies. The technical route of power battery
shows a diversified development trend. What fields can we achieve breakthroughs in
the future? What kind of competition pattern will be formed? All these have attracted
much attentions. The entire power battery industry chain needs to clarify the future
development direction, actively address shortcomings and make up for weaknesses to
promote the rapid and healthy development of the industry.

Form of Meeting:

Under the guidance of the host, each speaker will give a standing speech in turn,
and the speech will last for about 20 minutes.

08:30～11:00 Sub-Meeting 2

Venture Capital
Investment Forum

08:30～11:00

How to find new sectors for industrial investments during the era of great
changes?

Background:

Financial capital plays the role of an engine to accelerate the construction of a
new auto ecology. The technological progress and model innovation of the auto
industry cannot be separated from the financial capital. The investment of funds will
have a profound impact on the reform of the auto industry. Driven by the efficient



integration of industry and finance, many innovative companies with "Unicorn"
potential in the auto industry have been able to stand out to provide sufficient impetus
for the innovation and development of the auto industry. Realizing the effective
connection between the capital needs of high-quality industrial chain innovative
enterprises and financial capital also plays an important role in promoting the
high-quality development of the auto industry. From the perspective of auto finance
and capital, this session will focus on discussing the investment trends of emerging
sections in the auto industry.

Form of Meeting:

Under the guidance of the host, each speaker will give a standing speech in turn,
and the speech will last for about 30 minutes.

08:30～12:00 Sub-Meeting 3

Ecology Forum
08:30～10:00

From shortage to maturity, when will the local-made automotive chips usher in
the spring?

Background:

In the context of great increasing of auto chip demands driven by the
development of electrification, intelligentization, and network connecting, the
production capacity of auto chips is tight and the supply chain is inflexible. Under this
environment and the spreading of global epidemic, the automotive "Chip famine" has
swept the world since 2020. Some auto companies had to cut production. Accelerating
the extension, replenishment and strengthening of the automobile industry chain, and
realizing the independent and controllable industrial chain has risen to the national
strategic level. How to solve the problem of "Chip" bottleneck and make up for the
blank of "Chip" industry chain, it is imperative for OEMs and upstream and
downstream chip companies to coordinate and realize localization substitution.

Form of Meeting:

Under the guidance of the host, each speaker will give a standing speech in turn,
and the speech will last for about 20 minutes.

10:00～10:15 Coffee

Ecology Forum
10:15～12:00

Where is the Qualitative Node with the change of Auto Value chain?

Background:

China's auto industry has entered a new stage of inventory game from the
incremental market, and the supply and demand situation of products has changed. It
has the characteristics of a typical buyer's market. In this process, the profitable value
chain of auto companies has gradually shifted from manufacturing to aftermarket.
Software services, used cars, maintenance, refitting, scrapping and recycling, and
cascade utilization of power batteries will become important profitable links. With
Internet thinking, the after-market profit model will also undergo profound changes.
This session will focus on discussing the innovation of new profit models under the
background of shifting the value chain, and providing decision-making reference for
auto companies to explore new business forms through experts' ideas.

Form of Meeting:

Under the guidance of the host, each speaker will give a standing speech in turn,



and the speech will last for about 20 minutes.

08:30～10:55 Sub-Meeting 4

Certification
Forum

08:30～10:55

CATARC certification builds the foundation for high-level development of the
auto industry

Background:

Promoting high-quality development with connotative growth is the only way for
the transformation and upgrading of the automotive industry. Improving the standard
for product quality, comprehensively improving management systems, and promoting
quality, efficiency, and power changes will inject new vitality into auto companies and
expand new space.

With its high-quality industry resources, efficient management mechanism,
high-quality professional certification team, and extensive technology experience,
CATARC Huacheng Certification（Tianjin）Co.,Ltd. continues to carry out in-depth
exploration in the entire auto industrial chain and life cycle, and is committed to
becoming a globally competitive company in auto certification services.

CATARC Huacheng Certification (Tianjin) Co., Ltd. will chair this meeting.This
session will focus on discussing the topics under the theme of “High-quality
certification to promote high-quality development”. It includes the discussions on hot
spots in auto market, the explanations of officials from administration authorities, the
discussions between industry experts, and sharing of practices of new types of
certifications etc. to boost the development of auto credit guarantee.

Form of Meeting:

Under the guidance of the host, each speaker will give a standing speech in turn,
and the speech will last for about 10 minutes. The interactive discussion (40 minutes)
will be held at the speeches.

Press Release
12:00～12:30

Release of Achievements and Consensus

Note: Please see the final agenda at the venue of the forum.


